
Monday 09/27/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Fraction Operations Test
Students will review multiplying and dividing fractions in class.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:

Morning Work:
• True or False - Multiplying and Division Fraction Procedures

Guided Practice
Students will work at there tables in teams during the review:

Multiplying Fractions
Dividing Fractions
Random Fractions
Finding LCM
Finding GCF
100

To multiply fractions the denominators must be the same. True or False?

What is false

100

What is the "method" you need to use when Dividing Fractions?

Keep Change Flip

100

Before we can add or subtract fractions, we must have a common...

What is denominator

100

When finding the LCD, you list the ______ of each number and find the first
one they have in common.

Multiples

100

When finding the GCF, you list the ______ of each number.

What is Factor

200
When you multiply fractions, you multiply the numerators and do what to the
denominators?
What is multiply?
200

When their is a Whole # in the problem what step must you do first?

Must put a 1 underneath the whole # to turn into a fraction.

200

a fraction with the numerator greater than the denominator

What is an improper fraction?

200

List the first six multiples for 4

4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24

200

How do you know if a # is divisible by 2?

What is an even number
300

Solve: 3/4 x 8/15 = ? Put Answer into Simplest Form.

24/60 = 2/5, Answer is 2/5

300

10 ÷ 3/7

Keep Change Flip

10/1 x 7/3

70/3 or 23 1/3

300

How do you change an Improper Fraction into a Mixed Number? Solve 26/4

6 2/4 or 6 1/2

300

Find the LCM of 15 & 20

What is 60

300

Find the GCF of 18 and 27

What is 9

400

What is 3 1/7 x 1 1/4?

3 13/14

400

There are 3 pizzas. Each child will get 1/4 of a pizza. How many children will
get pizza?

12 children will get pizzas.

400

How do you change a Mixed Number into an Improper Fraction? Solve: 6
13/15

103/15

400

Find the LCM of 9 and 12

What is 36

400

What is the GCF of 13 and 39?

What is 13

500

Tina is making a sign to advertise the school play. The width of the sign is 2
2/3 feet. If the length is 4 1/2, then what is the area of the sign?

1st - Make Mixed Numbers into Improper Fractions

2nd - Solve

8/3 x 9/2 = 72/6 or 12

500

You have 1/2 of a pizza. You need to divide it between 4 people. What
fraction of a pizza will each person get?

Each person will get 1/8 of a pizza.

500

Riddle: Which Fraction am I?

- My denominator is even

- My numerator is 1

- I am less than 1/3

- You can use 4 of me to make 1 whole

1/2, 3/4, 2/5, 1/6, 1/3, 2/3, 1/4, 3/8

1/4

500

Find the LCM 5,6 and 12

What is 60

500

Find the GCF of 45 and 75

What is 15
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Jeopardy Game Template from JeopardyLabs!

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards
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6.NS.A.1 Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems involving division of fractions by fractions,
e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. For example, create a story context for (2/3) ÷
(3/4) and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient; use the relationship between multiplication and division to
explain that (2/3) ÷ (3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 2/3. (In general, (a/b) ÷ (c/d) = ad/bc.) How much chocolate will each
person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How many 3/4-cup servings are in 2/3 of a cup of yogurt? How
wide is a rectangular strip of land with length 3/4 mi and area 1/2 square mi?
6.NS.B.4 Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common multiple
of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1-100
with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as
4 (9 + 2).

2021-2022
Mrs. Zeak 09/26/2021 - 10/02/2021
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Tuesday 09/28/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Fraction Operations Test
Students will review multiplying and dividing fractions in class.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:

Morning Work:
• True or False - Multiplying and Division Fraction Procedures

Guided Practice
Students will work at there tables in teams during the review:

Multiplying Fractions
Dividing Fractions
Random Fractions
Finding LCM
Finding GCF
100

To multiply fractions the denominators must be the same. True or False?

What is false

100

What is the "method" you need to use when Dividing Fractions?

Keep Change Flip

100

Before we can add or subtract fractions, we must have a common...

What is denominator

100

When finding the LCD, you list the ______ of each number and find the first
one they have in common.

Multiples

100

When finding the GCF, you list the ______ of each number.

What is Factor

200
When you multiply fractions, you multiply the numerators and do what to the
denominators?
What is multiply?
200

When their is a Whole # in the problem what step must you do first?

Must put a 1 underneath the whole # to turn into a fraction.

200

a fraction with the numerator greater than the denominator

What is an improper fraction?

200

List the first six multiples for 4

4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24

200

How do you know if a # is divisible by 2?

What is an even number
300

Solve: 3/4 x 8/15 = ? Put Answer into Simplest Form.

24/60 = 2/5, Answer is 2/5

300

10 ÷ 3/7

Keep Change Flip

10/1 x 7/3

70/3 or 23 1/3

300

How do you change an Improper Fraction into a Mixed Number? Solve 26/4

6 2/4 or 6 1/2

300

Find the LCM of 15 & 20

What is 60

300

Find the GCF of 18 and 27

What is 9

400

What is 3 1/7 x 1 1/4?

3 13/14

400

There are 3 pizzas. Each child will get 1/4 of a pizza. How many children will
get pizza?

12 children will get pizzas.

400

How do you change a Mixed Number into an Improper Fraction? Solve: 6
13/15

103/15

400

Find the LCM of 9 and 12

What is 36

400

What is the GCF of 13 and 39?

What is 13

500

Tina is making a sign to advertise the school play. The width of the sign is 2
2/3 feet. If the length is 4 1/2, then what is the area of the sign?

1st - Make Mixed Numbers into Improper Fractions

2nd - Solve

8/3 x 9/2 = 72/6 or 12

500

You have 1/2 of a pizza. You need to divide it between 4 people. What
fraction of a pizza will each person get?

Each person will get 1/8 of a pizza.

500

Riddle: Which Fraction am I?

- My denominator is even

- My numerator is 1

- I am less than 1/3

- You can use 4 of me to make 1 whole

1/2, 3/4, 2/5, 1/6, 1/3, 2/3, 1/4, 3/8

1/4

500

Find the LCM 5,6 and 12

What is 60

500

Find the GCF of 45 and 75

What is 15
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Jeopardy Game Template from JeopardyLabs!

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards
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6.NS.A.1 Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems involving division of fractions by fractions,
e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. For example, create a story context for (2/3) ÷
(3/4) and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient; use the relationship between multiplication and division to
explain that (2/3) ÷ (3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 2/3. (In general, (a/b) ÷ (c/d) = ad/bc.) How much chocolate will each
person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How many 3/4-cup servings are in 2/3 of a cup of yogurt? How
wide is a rectangular strip of land with length 3/4 mi and area 1/2 square mi?
6.NS.B.4 Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common multiple
of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1-100
with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as
4 (9 + 2).
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Wednesday 09/29/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Fraction Operations Test
Students will be assessed on Multiple and Division Fractions.
Direct Instruction
Review: Teacher will review with students for about 5 minutes asking if anyone has any last minute questions.

Quiz/Test: Multiplying and Dividing Fractions
# Questions: 16
Time Allotted: 60 minutes
Guided Practice
Math Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher:
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard:
T - Technology Time:
H - Hands on Activity (Game):

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

6.NS.A.1 Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems involving division of fractions by fractions,
e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. For example, create a story context for (2/3) ÷
(3/4) and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient; use the relationship between multiplication and division to
explain that (2/3) ÷ (3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 2/3. (In general, (a/b) ÷ (c/d) = ad/bc.) How much chocolate will each
person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How many 3/4-cup servings are in 2/3 of a cup of yogurt? How
wide is a rectangular strip of land with length 3/4 mi and area 1/2 square mi?
6.NS.B.4 Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common multiple
of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1-100
with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as
4 (9 + 2).

2021-2022
Mrs. Zeak 09/26/2021 - 10/02/2021
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Thursday 09/30/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Add/Subtract Decimal
Students will review how to add and subtract decimals.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:
Adding and Subtracting Decimal Student Notes

Building Background Knowledge:
Teacher and Students will build a K-W-L chart for the Decimal Unit, to help build background knowledge of previous 5th
grade standards.

Guided Practice

Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher: +/- Fractions Guided Activity
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard: Add and Subtract Decimal
T - Technology Time: IXL - Topic G > Lesson 2 > 70%
H - Hands on Activity (Game):

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

6.NS.B.3 Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi-digit decimals using the standard algorithm for each operation.

2021-2022
Mrs. Zeak 09/26/2021 - 10/02/2021
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Friday 10/01/2021
6th Math Period 1,5,7
Add/Subtract Decimal
Students will review how to add and subtract decimals.
Direct Instruction
Teacher will hand out the following materials:
Adding and Subtracting Decimal Student Notes

Building Background Knowledge:
Teacher and Students will build a K-W-L chart for the Decimal Unit, to help build background knowledge of previous 5th
grade standards.

Guided Practice

Center Rotation
M - Meet with Teacher: +/- Fractions Guided Activity
A - At your Seat or Whiteboard: Add and Subtract Decimal
T - Technology Time: IXL - Topic G > Lesson 2 > 70%
H - Hands on Activity (Game):

Independent Practice
Complete Seatwork from Beginning of Class if not Finished.
Homework
Any Classwork not completed during class is Homework and needs to be turned in the following class period.
Monday -> Thursday
Tuesday -> Friday
Standards

6.NS.B.3 Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi-digit decimals using the standard algorithm for each operation.
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